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R.S.WALL FOR HIMMATNAGAR R.O.B
GUJARAT,INDIA
ENVIRONMENTAL/ SEGMENTAL BLOCK WALL
Product: Geogrid,Segmental blocks
Problem
The Railway line between Ahmedabad to Udaipur was facing
problem due to traffic congestion and ROB is planned to slove
this problem. The Roads & Bridges division Of Gujarat was
seeking a wall system for the approach walls for the Railway
Over-Bridge that would save space and cost.
Since space constraint was the main problem, R&B division
wanted to incorporate reinforced soil wall for the approach
road.
The in-situ soil is sandy in nature. The maximum stretch length
is 158.40m and the maximum height of the R.E.Wall is 5.5 m.

Photo 1: During construction—Placement of segmental blocks

Solution
Out of the various alternatives available, Reinforced Earth walls
with segmental Block as facia and Geogrid as reinforcement
was selected by R& B as the solution for the above.
The segmental blocks are placed on a levelling pad of P.C.C in
M 20 concrete of 200mm thickness .Segmental Blocks of size
450x300x200 mm which are specially shaped with holes for
dowels are made of M 35 Grade concrete.
Woven Geogrid of required length is provided as the
reinforcement. Above the upper unit of segmental block, a
coping beam of R.C.C with M35 Grade Concrete is cast .The
crash barrier is placed above the coping beam.
Photo 2: Compaction of soil over geogrid as reinforcement

Client name:
R &B GUJARAT

Main contractor name:
RAJKAMAL BUILDER INFRASTUCTURE PVT. LTD

Consultant:
R &B GUJARAT

Product used:
GEOGRID-WALL AREA 1280 SQM

Construction info
Construction date:
Construction info:

FEB 2007
NOV 2007

Photo 3: Segmental Block

Plan view of the segmental block

Diagram 1: Project section drawing and details of segmental block

The key feutures of this project can be noted as aesthetics and speed of construction. The project was completed in a span of 8
months with a gang of 2 masons and 20 labourers per day.The segmental blocks were made in a casting yard near to the site
with specially shaped moulds.

It can be emphasized without doubt that the traffic flow has increased and the congestion has considerably reduced after the
construction of ROB. In comparison with the other conventional structures, there was subststantial reduction in cost because of
the option of selecting this R.S.wall system as the cost of Geogrids and the manufacturing of segmental blocks is comparitively
less.Since the weight of blocks are very less, it can be handled manually and there is no requirement for heavy duty machinery
to lift them. Therefore,there was cost-effectiveness in tne aspect of hiring machinery also.

Photo 4 & 5: Completed Structure
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